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FRanziska MeiFoRt, Ralf Dahrendorf: Eine Biographie (Munich: C.
H. Beck, 2017), 477 pp. isBn 978 3 406 71397 2. €38.00

a biography which includes a photograph of a young man in the
uniform of the Hitler Youth in the summer of 1944, and another of
the same man dressed up (differently) on his admission to the British
House of Lords in 1993, in itself indicates that we are dealing with an
exceptional life. the young man is plain Ralf Dahrendorf; the older
man is a British subject, Baron Dahrendorf of Clare Market in the
City of Westminster. How could such a transmogrification have oc -
curred and how are we to interpret it today? is it a shining example
of a life lived ‘across borders’ to use the title chosen by Dahren dorf
for his memoirs published in 2002?1 or, more contentiously, in the
world of Brexit, may a certain popular discontent with cross-border
living unwittingly have played a small part in bringing questions of
borders and identity back into the forefront of contemporary con-
cerns?

Franziska Meifort, the author, does not address these questions
directly but she is well aware that they are not far below the surface
(indeed, in his repeated autobiographical attempts (one unpublished),
in German and in english, Dahrendorf wrestled with them himself).
His intellectual life did not exist in a vacuum but was constantly
influenced by the people he met and the places where he met them.
this is not a biography, therefore, which gives a narrative of Dahren -
dorf’s life on the one hand and then provides an exposition of his
sociological and political writing on the other. Chapter by chapter,
the two aspects of his life belong together.

the scholarship is admirable. in some final remarks, Meifort en -
gagingly notes that it is unusual for what was written originally as a
scholarly dissertation (for which she won the Wolf-erich-kellner-
Gedächtnispreis in 2016) to be taken on by a publishing house with a
broader public than an academic readership in mind. she therefore
helpfully sets out her stall for this wider readership, drawing atten-
tion to the sources she has used—and the difficulties they present,
particularly with regard to interpreting autobiographical writing—
and the array of other studies which exist on particular periods and
aspects of Dahrendorf’s career. Her list of relevant secondary litera-

1 Ralf Dahrendorf, Über Grenzen: Lebenserinnerungen (Munich, 2002).
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ture amounts to twenty-seven pages. there is a helpful timeline to
guide the reader through the details of Dahrendorf’s locations and
professional appointments. Meifort interviewed two of her subject’s
former wives (he was married three times) and a small number of
men in Britain and Germany who were alongside Dahrendorf in one
context or another. she has read pertinent transcripts of interviews he
gave but she has not sought out the observations of those who direct-
ly experienced him at the helm (at the Lse or st antony’s, for exam-
ple), who might have taken a more critical stance in relation to his
stewardship.

she is not unaware, however, of the criticisms that may be made
of biography as a genre, and acknowledges its demotion in the wake
of the emphasis on social and structural history in mid twentieth cen-
tury Germany (it proved more resilient in Britain). now, however,
she thinks we can move on from an either/or in these matters. she
believes that it is possible to absorb wider social and structural in -
sights into biography. the wider processes of cultural transfer can be
seen most clearly when an individual is in focus.

Dahrendorf’s life, after all, was pre-eminently an individual one.
that is to say, this book could not have had a subtitle such as ‘Biog -
raphy of a sociologist’, ‘Biography of a Politician’, or ‘Biography of a
Public intellectual’. He was all of these (and more), but if one were
asked to say how he should be described ‘fundamentally’, it would
be difficult to know how to answer. Meifort’s thesis title referred to
him as a German–British intellectual ‘zwischen Wissenschaft, Politik
und Öffentlichkeit’. ‘Between’ is the key word. the author’s exten-
sive list of Dahrendorf’s published writings, from 1946 to 2013, does
not resolve the matter. it is, of course, a list containing items which
are very different in form, substance, and weight. and that was how
Dahrendorf wanted it to be. Quite apart from any consideration of
the individual merits of these writings, therefore, it is their author’s
ability to write for different audiences which stands out—and, of
course, his unrelenting energy in doing so.

Meifort’s task is to explain how all this came about. she starts with
his parents and his schooling under national socialism. Born in 1929
in Hamburg, Dahrendorf grew up in Berlin, in a socialist household
in opposition to the regime; and then his father went to prison. Dah -
rendorf spoke of his father, a democrat who held the Fatherland,
Law, and socialism to be inseparable, as embodying all that was good



in German tradition, even though he himself opted for what he called
a Western liberal tradition, and he himself had his own experience of
imprisonment at the age of 16. the author threads her way carefully
in interpreting what he experienced and how his early thoughts and
ideas emerged. Later, he placed some different emphases in the dif-
ferent accounts he wrote.

after the war, his family returned to Hamburg. there, as had also
been the case in Berlin after the end of the war, his father’s political
activism and journalistic work brought him into contact with the
British occupiers. such contacts spun off on Ralf. as an 18 year old it
brought him to Wilton Park in the Uk to attend a ‘Re-education
Camp’ and to meet the British on home ground. He studied at the
University of Hamburg (grappling with Marx) and started on jour-
nalism. He fitted in a trip to the United states. noel annan, with
whom he had become acquainted in Germany, got him into the Lon -
don school of economics (Lse), or so annan said. it was at the Lse
that Ralf encountered an english way of doing sociology in David
Lockwood and t. H. Marshall. there was also karl Popper. During
the course of his two years at the Lse he learnt english fluently and,
we read, absorbed english culture and found an english wife, vera.
His experiences, of course, cannot be rehearsed here in detail (nor can
they be in relation to later chapters). the fundamental point is that a
nexus of relationships, personal and intellectual, established at the
Lse, framed Dahrendorf’s life, though with outcomes that could not
have been accurately forecast.

the trajectory looked set. We follow the ‘Wunderkind der deut -
schen soziologie’ (p. 57) on the path which took him to a professor-
ship at the academy of social enterprise (akademie für Gemein wirt -
schaft) in Hamburg. Prior to this appointment he spent time at the
Centre for advanced study in the Behavioural sciences at stanford, a
period that he described as a ‘paradise’. this brought with it a large-
ly congenial encounter with the american Way of Life. the intellec-
tual stripling was surrounded by great names, not least that of Milton
Friedman. after Hamburg came tübingen, a period of great produc-
tivity and no little controversy concerning the nature and methods of
sociology. then came a big shift. in the West Germany of the 1960s
Dahrendorf wanted to make a direct and personal contribution to the
deepening of its democracy, which also meant its liberalization
(though the meaning and associations of the word ‘liberal’ were to be
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endlessly problematic). His ambitions led to the foundation of the
University of Constance and into involvement with the planning of
higher education in Baden-Württemberg: neither case turned out to
be straightforward. this in turn led him, not without reservations,
into federal politics in the shape of the liberal FDP (Freie Demokra -
tische Partei). Here, the intellectual was forced to confront ‘real’,
experienced politicians on the one hand and the world of the student
movement on the other (Dutschke v. Dahrendorf?), along with the
world of the Foreign office and Brussels (and the limitations placed
on an intellectual by virtue of his office). Was this period a political
flop? Meifort would not wish it to be seen in such simple terms. For
Dahrendorf it was an experiment which had to be made.

then came his ‘original and welcome appointment’ (p. 204) as
Director of the Lse in 1974. Despite his deep love of the institution,
kindled two decades earlier, it was not a straightforward position for
him to fill. the Lse still harboured strong memories of the student
activity of less than a decade earlier and the ensuing reactions. the
relationships between the colleges which made up the University of
London could be strained. Perhaps, above all, what was inescapably
complicated was the question of what the Director’s job, in Dahren -
dorf’s eyes, was actually for. He was in a position which gave him
entrée to the higher reaches of British government, but the thatcher
government was not necessarily inclined to listen to him. so there
were disappointments as ambitious plans in some instances did not
come to fruition. another ambition was to see the Lse get ‘out and
about’ in making contacts in the City, Fleet street, and Whitehall. But
minds in such matters did not always meet. the pursuit of excellence,
by all parties, is easily proclaimed but never simply delivered.

it is perhaps particularly appropriate in a review in this Bulletin to
dwell a little, in conclusion, on Dahrendorf’s ‘British years’, years
which saw him become a British subject, receive a knighthood and,
finally, a life peerage. What does this mean? What did he want it to
mean? Until he took this step, and received these honours, he could
still be thought of as a ‘German in exile’, one, it was sometimes
rumoured, not altogether without substance, who one day might
again be ‘called home’ to Germany to occupy some position of un -
imagin able importance. it was still the fact that he was an outsider
that lent his contributions on radio and television, which were given
great prominence, their special character and an aura of detached
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authority. But as time passed, where was home? as early as 1977 he
was writing to noel annan to say that he felt himself ‘almost fright-
eningly at home [in england] considering that it is after all not my
home’ (p. 223). He came to feel that his decade at the Lse had been
the luckiest in his life and had given him ‘more satisfaction and
pleasure than any other position which i have held’ (p. 224). 

in all of this was he not in serious danger of becoming more
British than the British? He seemed not to speak english in the way
most Germans spoke english. it might even be the case that he liked
buttered crumpets for tea (as some supposed englishmen invariably
did). Meifort quotes the Guardian in 1978 suggesting that he was
praising the British way of life in a way no englishman would dare
to. But if he was giving the British a boost (always supposing they
needed one), he was also very busy writing about Britain for the seri-
ous German press. the position of cultural broker which he had
come to assume had not been acquired by accident. a non-metropol-
itan reviewer may perhaps be forgiven, however, for noting how lim-
ited his direct experience actually was of the ‘Britain’ that he spoke
about with such apparent authority. He was certainly in one sense
crossing borders all his life, but the milieux in which he moved, wher-
ever he was, tended to be very similar. 

st antony’s College in oxford, of which Dahrendorf subsequent-
ly became Warden, was only founded in 1950 and had therefore not
had time to accumulate much tradition. at st antony’s, however, he
found himself having to engage with tasks which he was rather
inclined to feel were beneath him. nevertheless, this gave him a
decade of exposure to the wonders of a collegiate university, repre-
senting another step in his long march through hallowed British
institutions. in the end, however, Germany did call to Dahrendorf
again, partly no doubt through his third marriage to a German wife.
it was in Germany that he died in 2009 at the age of 80, in Cologne. 

in retrospect, in changed political circumstances, the kind of
career which Dahrendorf had may now seem a one-off, a product of
a particular set of circumstances, personal, social, and nationai. the
great merit of this book, however, is that it allows us to see this pub-
lic intellectual in the round.
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